
Multiple Poly Tanks for Large Water Storage 
Requirements in Farming  
Many are familiar with the use and installation of individual water storage tanks, but the setup of multiple 
storage tanks in a rainwater harvesting system often isn’t considered. The use of multiple water tanks in larger 
scale water storage endeavours is neither difficult nor uncommon. This article looks at some benefits of 
linking multiple poly tanks together to fulfil large water storage needs often required by farming businesses. 

Individual Large Steel Tank versus Multiple Poly Tanks 
Poly water tanks often end at around the capacity of 50,000 litres. At National Poly Industries, our largest 
storage tank sold holds 37,200 litres of water (8,200 imperial gallons). One the other hand, steel tanks such 
BlueScope’s AQUAPLATE®/ZINCALUME® steel can be individually purchased in standard sizes up to around 
250,000 litres. 

Our most popular and cost-effective tank size are our 5,400 gallon (24,500 litre) water tanks. While we don’t 
publish our prices directly onsite, as we have distributers that we choose not to directly compete with, a poly 
tank of this size could set you back around $2,500. Multiple tank purchases would obviously receive better 
deals. 

Steel water tanks of comparable capacity would cost you approximately 50% more in price, although cost per 
litre in steel tanks generally become less expensive for higher capacity tanks, a good price on 100,000 litre 
steel tank can cost around $8,500 including accessories and delivery. Keep in mind this is tank cost, with steel 
tanks site preparation is often much more expensive. 

In the end tank cost alone for multiple poly tanks versus steel tanks in higher capacities to fulfil larger storage 
volume requirements, such as 100,000 to 200,000 litres, are quite comparable. Talk to National Poly Industries 
on your steel tank quote and we will definitely provide you with a competitive cost-effective option. 

Installation of poly tanks is often far simpler (and less costly since), and ongoing maintenance is less costly 
since no poly liners need to be used nor do any anodes need replacing as found in ZINCAULME® steel tanks. 

Another big advantage to linking multiple water tanks is risk reduction and flexibility to add more over time if 
you find your water requirements increasing. Consider, if one tank is damaged or contaminated, you will not 
be up for the expensive cost of replacing one very large tank. Instead you just deal with the one tank in your 
system. 
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Multiple Tank Combination Setups 
Common combinations for multiple poly water tanks at larger storage capacities include: 

1. 100,000 litres (approx.): 

o 4 x 24,500 litre tanks (total 98,000 litres) 

o 2 x 37,200 litre tanks + 1 x 24,500 litre tank (total 98,900 litres) 

2. 200,000 litres (approx.): 

o 5 x 37,200 litre tanks (total 186,000 litres / 41,000 imperial gallons) 

Request a quote from us through our website or talk to National Poly Industries directly today regarding your 
high-capacity storage requirements. We would be happy to provide you the benefits a multiple tank system 
provides as for a better price than our competitors. 
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National Poly Industries are well-established poly tank manufacturer dedicated to being the absolute leader 
in the polyethylene rainwater tank market and associated product groups. If you have found this article 

helpful and are looking for a storage tank, talk to our friendly staff today to discuss your needs. 

Phone: 1800 758 709 Website: http://www.nationalpolyindustries.com.au/ 
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You Can’t Buy Better Than The Best
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Disclaimer: The information in this document is general and provided solely on the basis that users will take responsibility for 
verifying the accuracy, currency and completeness of all relevant representations, statements and information. No user should 
act on the basis of any matter contained in this publication without considering and, if necessary, taking appropriate professional 
advice upon his or her own particular circumstances. 

While National Poly Industries tries to ensure that the content and information is accurate, adequate or complete, it does not 
represent or warrant its accuracy, adequacy or completeness. National Poly Industries and any associates are not responsible for 
any loss suffered as a result of or in relation to the use of this information. To the extent permitted by law, National Poly Industries 
excludes any liability, including any liability for negligence, for any loss, including indirect or consequential damages arising from 
or in relation to the use of this information. 

 

This article by National Poly Industries is licensed under a  
Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivs 3.0 Australia license. 

You are free to copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format under the following conditions: 

1. Attribution – You must give credit to National Poly Industries, provide a link to the Web version of this article or to 
http://www.nationalpolyindustries.com.au/, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do 
so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. 

2. No Derivative Works – If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you may not distribute the modified material. 
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